Karl Berger with Dave Holland, Barry Altshul

The music that you'll hear tonight has some song parts which are usually sung by Ingrid Berger. She couldn't be with us tonight and she was unreplaceable. She is one of a kind in all her ways. So we like to present an all instrumental rendition but I'd like to communicate at least some of the words for some.

Another one is:

Renaissance ion You Are Now
Time is
We Are Young

This song is to the another one is:

Late Saxophonist-Composer "Who is Blind?"
Albert Ayler.

Another song is:

The man that cannot see another world is

Aside from the songs there are some preconceived lines, they shape the ranges of Rhythm, Harmony, Melody, Overtone. Some will be conceived tonight, within anyone part whatever sounds different appears to be different. Then you have the live counterpoint of the players within these ranges and the lead comes from all directions. Whatever sounds the same appears to be the same. So we stretch through appearance to enjoy music as much as we can. We and you. We are you.

I am very thankful that I have the opportunity tonight to play with Dave Holland, Barry Altshul, who both are fantastically precise and personal players.

Karl Berger